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Abstract
Schmitt triggers are electronic comparators that are widely used to enhance the immunity of circuits to noise and
disturbances and are inherent components of various emerging applications. Conventional Schmitt triggers,
composed of operational amplifiers, suffer from some inevitable drawbacks which are not prominent in CMOS
Schmitt triggers. In this paper, a review on the advancement of Schmitt trigger circuits are illustrated in different
literatures is discussed with their merits and demerits.
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1. Introduction
The regenerative comparator or Schmitt trigger, introduced by Otto Schmitt in the 1930s (Schmitt, 1938), has
been commonly used in the field of communication and signal processing techniques for improving on/off
control, reducing the noise effects in triggering devices, analogue to digital conversion (Mohd-Yasin, Tan, &
Reaz, 2004; Chavez, 1995) and a number of other emerging applications including frequency doublers, retinal
focal-plane sensors, sub-threshold SRAM, image sensors, pulse width modulation circuits, wireless transponders,
FPGA based system and sensors etc. (Akter, Reaz, Yasin, & Choong, 2008; Yuan, 2009; Reaz et al., 2003; Romli,
Mamun, Bhuiyan, & Hussain, 2012; Reaz et al., 2005).
The term trigger is used because of the output, which remains in its state until the input level changes abundantly
by triggering a change. This threshold’s dual function is called hysteresis and shows that the Schmitt trigger has
some memory as well. Actually it is a bistable multivibrator circuit which converts a varying voltage into an
unvarying logical voltage signal (zero or one). Numerous design and implementation of Schmitt trigger circuits
for different applications and advantages has been proposed in literatures by many researchers (Lotze & Manoli,
2012; Saini, Veeramachaneni, Kumar, & Srinivas, 2009; Kulkarni, Kim, & Roy, 2007; Wu & Chiang, 2004;
Morimura et al., 2004; Kim, Kim, & Chung, 2007; Dokic, 1984; Dokic & Bundalo, 1985; Wang, 1991; Kim,
Joongsik, & Kim, 1993; Dokic, 1996; Zhang, Srivastava, & Ajmera, 2003; Franco, 1988; Dokic, 1984;
Azeemuddin & Sayeh, 2011; Chen & Ker, 2005; Kuang & Chuang, 2001; Stayaert & Sansen, 1986; Singhanat et
al., 2011; Ahdal & Toumazou, 2012). This paper presents a detail review on the merits and demerits of each
circuit from its architecture and performance point of view illustrated in literatures for last two decades. The
article is organized as follows: in Section 1, basic description, history and applications of Schmitt trigger circuit
is dicussed while the principle of operation of traditional Schmitt triggers is illustrated in Section 2, Section 3
discuss about the advancement of Schmitt trigger in perspective of their circuit structures and performances and
the summury of the review is stated in Section 4.
2. Working Principle of a Traditional Schmitt Trigger
Since its invention, the Schmitt trigger circuit has relied on changing the voltage or current threshold levels by
means of positive feedback in the analogue loop. In their textbook, Millman and Halkias (1972) discuss how this is
done by means of a resistive voltage divider. Other voltage mode feedback circuits, which are more suitable for
VLSI implementation, are discussed by Stayaert and Sansen (1986) and Dokic, Iliskovic, and Bundelo (1988).
Schmitt trigger circuits with current feedback are discussed by Filanovsky (1988) and Wang and Guggenbuhl
(1988).
Schmitt trigger is one kind of regenerative circuit, mainly worthwhile in digital systems (Marufuzzaman, Reaz,
Rahman, & Ali, 2010; Akter, Reaz, Yasin, & Choong, 2008). Schmitt Trigger is usually composed of a
comparator which has two different levels of threshold voltages. If the input voltage level is high, the output
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voltage off comparator will
w switch to high (in the casse of standard S
Schmitt triggerr) or low (in thhe case of inve
erting
Schmitt triigger) whereass the output vooltage will stayy in the same sttate until the innput voltage level turns to the
e low
level of thhreshold voltagge. Here, high voltage level refers to the ppositive voltagee of comparatoor whereas the
e low
level voltaage refers to thhe negative volltage. Threshoold voltage of the circuit is calculated by the given forrmula
(Stayaert & Sansen, 1986):
Vthreshold = ( Vsupply )  (

RI
)
R FB  R I

(1)

RI
(2)
)
R FB  R I
To operatee the Schmitt trigger,
t
a compparator must need to have a ppositive and a negative pow
wer supply. Figure 1
and Figurre 2 representts the basic circuit diagram
ms of a standard and an innverting Schm
mitt Trigger ciircuit
respectivelly. Figure 3 prrovides the behhavior of a Schhmitt Trigger aagainst an alterrnating voltagee.
Vthreshold = ( Vsupply )  (

Figure 1. A standard nonn-inverting schhmitt trigger ciircuit

Figuure 2. An inverrting schmitt trrigger circuit
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Figuure 3. Working principle of scchmitt trigger
AC input iis represented here
h in orange colour. The dootted red and bblue colour linees horizontallyy are indicating high
and low thhreshold level of voltages reespectively whhile the green colour squaree wave is show
wing the outpu
ut by
Schmitt Trrigger. When the
t input voltagge exceeds thee threshold levvel (high), the ooutput of the S
Schmitt triggerr will
rise to highh and when inpput voltage levvel beats the thhreshold level ((low), the outpput of Schmitt trigger will be
e low.
In case of inverting Schm
mitt trigger, evverything is sam
me except thatt the output is iinverted i.e. if the input volta
age is
higher thann the thresholdd level (high), the output will be low and vvice versa.
Traditionaal Schmitt triggger circuits relly on a voltagee or current refference switchhing principle aand therefore, have
some com
mmon disadvanntages such aas their refereence voltages are usually nnot independennt. Secondly, their
reference vvoltages are also
a
a functionn of the outpuut voltages. Thhirdly, the speeed of the anallogue switch in
n the
feedback lloop becomes critical in higgh-speed applications (Ramiirez, 1995). Beesides becausee of the correctness
restriction of resistors annd op-amp dessign tasks e.g.. Low offset annd high DC gain necessitiess etc. these sorrts of
Schmitt triigger circuits are not approppriate for CMO
OS technologyy. To overcomee these problem
ms and improv
ve the
functionaliities of Schmittt trigger circuuits, research iss going on all oover the worldd (Branko, 1996).
3. Advanccements of Sch
hmitt Triggerr Circuits
CMOS Scchmitt triggers are circuits thhat convert a vvarying voltagee into a stable logical signal (one or zero). The
basic circuuit of the Schm
mitt trigger-invverter with thrree pairs of CM
MOS transistoors described bby Dokic (198
84) is
shown in Figure 4. Byy using conveentional CMOS technology,, it can be im
mplemented annd its constru
uction
depends oon enhancemennt transistors aand the circuitt involves onee NMOS inverrter (T’N, TN0)), one conventtional
CMOS invverter (TN, TP) and one PMO
OS inverter (T’P, TP0).
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Figuure 4. Schmitt trigger-inverter with three p
pairs of CMO
OS transistors
The similaar rule is proposed to designn m-input NOR
R and NAND
D Schmitt trigggers replacing CMOS inverte
er by
Dokic (1984) (Figure 5 and
a Figure 6). With the convventional CMO
OS gates the N
NAND Schmittt circuit is obta
ained
when pairss of NMOS trransistors are iin series and P
PMOSs are parrallel and for tthe NOR Schm
mitt circuit it is
i the
opposite. T
The total numbber of transisttors of an m-innput circuit is 2(2m + 1). Thhe output of thhe NAND circuit is
low when all the inputs are high since the NMOS ttransistors Tnl’, ... , Tnm’ of the conventioonal CMOS NA
AND
gate are coonnected in serries. On the ottherhand, the ooutput of the N
NOR circuit is high when alll the inputs are
e low
since the P
PMOS transistoors Tpl’, ... , Tppm’ of the convventional CMO
OS NOR gate aare connected iin series.

Fiigure 5. m-Inpuut NAND schm
mitt circuit
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F
Figure 6. m-Inpput NOR schm
mitt circuit
An adjustaable low voltagge Schmitt triggger circuit foor application iin CMOS techhnology was prresented by Zh
hang,
Srivastavaa and Ajmera (2003) (Figurre 7(a)). The ccircuit was technologically advanced bassed on the Sch
hmitt
trigger reppresented by Siinghanath, Kassemsuwan, andd Chitsakul (2011) (Figure 77(b)). Dynamicc Threshold vo
oltage
MOSFET (DTMOS) annd body biasinng methods aare used to peermit low volltage operationn and regulate
e the
threshold vvoltage of MO
OS transistors. Positive feedbback is used too advance the on/off output signal and to allow
a
free adjusttments of the switching
s
thressholds for posiitive and negattive going inpuut signals.

Figurre 7. (a) Low vvoltage CMOS schmitt triggeer, (b) CMOS sschmitt triggerr
Figure 7(aa) shows the construction
c
off Schmitt triggger proposed bby Zhang, Srivvastava, and A
Ajmera (2003).. The
circuit conntains two stagge CMOS inveerters. The firstt stage works the dynamic-bbody bias to chhange the thresshold
voltage off the transistorss MN1 and MP1, as a result thee switching thrreshold of the inverter. The ssecond stage works
w
DTMOS too make sure thhat the circuit ccan operate unnder low voltagge supply. Whhen the input siignal VIN goess low,
the low ouutput signal VOUT
is fed backk to the body oof the first inveerter and the thhreshold voltagges of MN1 and
d MP1
O
match up tto the values at
a zero substraate bias. It is uuseful to note tthat the threshhold voltage off MN1 is higherr and
the threshoold voltage off MP1 is lower than their threeshold voltagees, compared tto the case whhen the input signal
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VIN goes high. End result is, a higher input voltage is required to turn on MN1 and turn off MP1. On the other side,
when the input signal goes high, the high output signal VOUT (or VDD) is fed back to the body of MN1 and MP1. In
this scenario, the threshold voltages of MN1 and MP1 relate to the values at VDD substrate bias, creating the
threshold voltages of MN1 and MP1 lower and higher than their threshold voltages, compared to the situation
when VIN goes low. The end result; a low input voltage is necessary to turn off MN1 and turn on MP1. These
alterations in the changing voltages reason the hysteresis.
Figure 7(b) clarifies the recommended Schmitt trigger circuit of three stage CMOS inverters. DTMOS transistors
are employed in the first stage CMOS inverters so that effective transconductance as well as speed of the input
stage is increased. The second and third stages are linked as cross-coupled inverters. Transistors MN2 and MP2 do
a similar job as transistors MN2 and MP2 in Figure 7(a) whereas the third stage inverter MN3 and MP3 are auxiliary
to work for two purposes, they are: firstly, the second and third stage CMOS inverters are coupled in a positive
feedback configuration thus speeding up the swapping process and the second one is control voltages of the third
stage CMOS inverter control the strength of the feedback signal as a result the switching threshold voltage of the
Schmitt trigger.
Schmitt trigger will not react and will be resistant to the unwanted noise if the magnitude of the input signal is
less than the switching threshold difference. Numerous methods have been suggested to implement Schmitt
trigger. The conventional Schmitt trigger was implemented using operation amplifiers with two resistors
connected to its positive feedback configuration (Franco, 1988). This sort of Schmitt trigger is not appropriate in
CMOS technology, mainly because of the correctness restriction of resistors and op-amp design tasks e.g. Low
offset and high DC gain necessities. Different carrying out of Schmitt triggers can adventure the probable
advantages of CMOS technology has been offered (Dokic, 1984). By using only six transistors without latch can
be transformed into a Schmitt trigger circuit (Dokic, 1984). The circuit operates with less than 3.3 volts supply
without having gate oxide, high voltage overstress. By using a multilayer Schmitt trigger, higher voltage
difference between two switching threshold voltages was succeeded as stated by Kuang and Chuang (2001).
Unluckily that design needed the stack of four transistors between the power rail and ground rail therefore
preventing practice in low voltage applications. Standard CMOS inverter with positive feedback was engaged by
Stayaert and Sansen (1986). Only two stacked of transistor used in between ground and power rails. An
additional active pull down route was brought in operation for the first inverter while the input was shifting from
high to low.
4. Conclusion
Schmitt triggers are widely used in different circuits to increase noise immunity by using only single input
threshold; the noisy input signal close to the threshold might source the output to switch swiftly back and forth
from noise itself. Schmitt trigger’s noisy input signal near to threshold can grounds only one switch in output value
after which it would have to move away from the other threshold in order to switch another. A common
disadvantage of the taking place single ended Schmitt triggers is that; hysteresis is set by process parameters,
device dimensions, supply voltage and differs with process situations. Tunable hysteresis is extremely required
to overcome this insufficiency. These are analytically needed in applications where disturbances and noise level
combined to the triggering signals.
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